
This manuscript describes a neat and low-cost new development in characterising the trace gas 
composi7on of the stratosphere at an expanded range of species, while at the same 7me 
maintaining a high ver7cal resolu7on. The methods are well presented and have been 
thoroughly tested. My main concern is not with this new methodology itself, but with the 
detec7on method. It has been known for decades that ECDs are prone to interferences as they 
are sensi7ve to the dozens of chlorinated, brominated, and iodinated trace species in the 
atmosphere. This becomes very much a problem when compressing species with such a large 
range of boiling points into a 2-minute chromatogram - not so much for the low-boiling end 
(here: SF6, N2O) and CFC-12, but very much for H-1211, CFC-11, and CFC-113. This is completely 
ignored here and no evidence is provided that interferences have been iden7fied (e.g., CFC-114 
& -114a are know to elute at similar 7mes as H-1211) or quan7fied. The Hintsa et al. (2021) 
paper that is cited does not disuss this problem either - but then the method is essen7ally the 
same (GC-ECD-based) and the paper also does not show plots of the problema7c species. This 
interference problem might not be so pronounced in the troposphere, where none of these 
gases are photolysed. However, this changes very much in the stratosphere, especially as their 
interferents are photolysed at different rates. I therefore urge the authors to at least discuss 
these serious limita7ons, and ideally assess their influence on the results as well. Further 
specific and mostly minor comments can be found below. 
We thank the reviewer for their comments to improve this manuscript and acknowledge the 
poten7al for co-elu7on interference in GC analysis. Co-elu7on interference in GC analysis is a 
global concern, as new species grow and shrink in the atmosphere, we all need to be cau7ous 
about this. One strength of our AirCore program is that it has strong 7es to our surface network 
program where we run both ECD and MS chromatography. Regular intercomparisons between 
each of these different techniques could reveal these interferences. These intercomparisons are 
possible at the sub 1% level because of our common in-house standards program.   
We would also like to address the the poten7al CFC-114 interference. Our flask program runs a 
near iden7cal GC-ECD channels with a much slower GC-ECD analysis, despite differences in flow 
rates between instruments, the peak loca7on in our StratoCore GC should be similar. The 
a\ached figure below shows the resolved CFC-114 peak between CFC-12 and H-1211. We see 
this peak in our StratoCore GC chromatography and can es7mate that the contribu7on under 
the H1211 peak contributes less than 1 %.  In addi7on, CFC-114 has a much longer life7me than 
H-1211 but our analysis shows that the mole frac7ons of H-1211 decreased to 0 at about 20 km 
AMSL, further sugges7ng that CFC-114 has not affected the H-1211 measurement on the 
StratoCore-GC-ECD. In addi7on, our “slow” flask GC-ECD measurement compares well with GC-
MS analysis, which is much less impacted by this interference, allowing us to be\er inves7gate 
such discrepancies if they occur in the future.   



 
 
 
l9-10 2 x "atmosphere in the first sentence. 
We removed the 2nd “atmosphere”.  
 
l31 Throughout the manuscript: Please consider a consistent ordering when ci7ng mul7ple 
references, e.g. alphabe7cally or by publica7on year. 
We have revised the cita7on ordering in the manuscript to be order by publica7on year. 
 
l36-50 This discussion is not well balanced as it ignores recent work on the life7me of SF6 (e.g. 
Ray et al., JGR, 2017, Leedham Elvidge et al., ACP, 2018, and Loeffel et al., ACP, 2022), which 
provides strong evidence that this compound might not be completely inert and therefore not a 
direct age tracer. 
Thank you for the comment. We revised this part of the introduc7on to point this out.  The 
mesospheric SF6 loss measured and presented in Ray et al. suggested a small 3 month 
correc7on for AoA in the mid-la7tudes at 32 km in 2000 and was just star7ng to approach to the 
detec7on limit of AoA measurements at that 7me.  This loss, however, is propor7onal to the 
value of SF6. Taking in to account the accompanying increase in growth rate the correc7on now 
is approximate 2.7 7mes larger and must be accounted for when using SF6 for AoA.  The 
measured SF6 mole frac7on in the midla7tudes now contains measurable informa7on not only 
about AoA but also the mass exchange between the stratosphere and the mesosphere, which 
was only obtainable in Vortex profiles before. We see this as a gain not a loss. Especially since 
both CO2 AoA and SF6 AoA will be measured. 
 
l51 Tans, 2009 is not in the reference list. 
We added Tans 2009 to the reference list. 
 



l81-82 It is not clear what the "ten stratospheric measurements" mean. Are these ten samples 
from one flight or ten flights? Also, why not state the actual published number instead of saying 
"around"? 
We clarified this sentence: ten stratospheric measurements from a 2 L volume AirCore can be 
measured in each flight. 
 
l82 No 2 L AirCores were used for the Laube et al., 2020 paper. 
We have revised this part to avoid future confusion.  
 
l90 Please clarify that the top 25 % and the stratospheric por7on are not the same thing as 
tropopause pressures can vary substan7ally with season and loca7on. 
We changed the statement to “stratospheric por7on of AirCore samples (approximately the first 
20%-30% of the sampler tubing)” to acknowledge the fact that the loca7on of tropopause can 
vary.  
 
l94-101 Please shorten to avoid the repe77on of the (very valid) point on the advantages of 
"high resolu7on". 
We revised this part of the manuscript to avoid repe77on of “high resolu7on”.  
 
l127 Looking at Figure 9, SF6 (as expected) does not vary by 50-100%. 
We clarified this statement: 50%-100% overall varia7ons for CFCs and N2O, and 20% for SF6. 
 
l128-130 When comparing Figure 3 and Figure 9, it is apparent that the observed stratospheric 
mole frac7on range extends well below the range for which the GC-ECD response behaviour 
was characterised. The effects on the analy7cal uncertain7es of such low mole frac7ons, and 
the resul7ng limita7ons on constraining circula7on changes should at least be discussed in a 
qualita7ve manner. 
Some observed CFC-11 mixing ra7os are indeed outside the range of the calibra7on, however, 
the response func7on is well-described by a 2nd order polynomial (Fig. 3). We feel that 
extrapola7on below the lowest calibra7on standard does not introduce significant addi7onal 
uncertainty. Further, the GC-ECD response to zero air iden7fies the curvature across the 
integrated peak region and is used to validate the zero intercept point on the calibra7on curves. 
 
l138-140 At what pressure is that cylinder gas being pushed through? Would this induce extra 
mixing? 
We move the sample out of AirCore using a small push flow of 4-5 mL/min that is strictly 
controlled by a mass flow controller to ensure stability thereby minimizing pressure 
fluctua7ons. It generates a few psi of pressure gradient across the en7re AirCore. This slow flow 
minimizes the mixing between push gas and the neighboring sample gas, and between 
neighboring AirCore samples. This push flow mixing has been verified by laboratory tests, as 
shown in Figure 4A & 4B.  We would also like to point out that we analyze air from the top of 
the profile first and no push flow induced mixing exist here. As we con7nue pushing the air off 
the AirCore the flow induced mixing increases to its maximum value at our last data point, by 
then the al7tude to data point resolu7on is much be\er and can handle the small amount of 



flow induced mixing between data points that has accumulated.  We have revised the 
paragraph accordingly to clarify this. 
 
 
l142-147 Please quan7fy "carefully controlled". What flow rates are being used, what are the 
related uncertain7es, and how does this translate into sample volume uncertain7es? 
We clarified our statement to be\er describe the flow controlling system and flow 
measurement system. The mass flow controller will control the flow to a pre-set value (usually 
4-5 mL per minute), to ensure a stable pressure in the system but the actual flow rate (which is 
crucial for calcula7ng sample volume) is measured by another mass flow meter. The flow 
measurement by mass flow meter is accurate within 0.6%, as discussed in sec7on 2.3. 
 
l149-159 This is a very nice experiment. However, two ques7ons that are not addressed (and 
which might provide limita7ons to the conclusions drawn) are 1) According to Karion et al., 2010 
the AirCore also usually contains a magnesium prechlorate drier. Was that also tested? And 2) 
Were these test carried out at the temperatures that AirCores cool down to during actual 
balloon flights? 
To answer the ques7ons: 1) we did not include a drier on the AirCore for GC-ECD analysis, since 
it may poten7ally contaminate the CFCs. However, the degree of contamina7on may need 
further inves7ga7on. 2) The tests are carried out at room temperature (~293 K). During the 
flights, the temperature of AirCore tubing usually range from 263K to 300K due to the insula7on 
of the AirCores, although the ambient temperature can be as low as ~210K. Since the AirCore 
temperature were rela7vely stable during flights, we suggest the tests in this manuscript can 
represent the AirCore condi7on in actual flights.  
 
L181 If the chromatogram, as indicated in Figure 2, is 2 mins long, the size of each sample is 4-5 
ml (l92), and about 250 ml of air are analyzed (l136), this gives a minimum 7me of 100 minutes 
for the analysis of the upper part of an AirCore, not including any flushing, backflushing or 
calibra7on standard measurement 7mes. This seems to be inconsistent with this experiment 
only taking 1 hour, unless it was carried out at higher flow rates (which would make it less 
representa7ve of an actual flight). 
In the experiment we used a smaller AirCore (164 mL as shown in Figure 4A & 4B), so the 1 hour 
used here is the 7me it takes to analyze this small AirCore. We clarified this in the manuscript.  
For actual AirCore flights, the analysis 7me is approximately 2 hours. Following Eq. 1, we 
calculated the mean diffusion distance to be ~52.9 cm, corresponding to ~3 mL of air. Again, we 
analyzed air from the top of the profile first where diffusion is at its minimum. As we con7nue 
analyzing the AirCore thermal mixing increases to its maximum value at our last data point, but 
by then the al7tude to data point resolu7on is much be\er and can be\er handle the effect of 
thermal mixing on the data set. The quality of the data set is s7ll dominated by the thermal 
mixing that occurs between filling the AirCore at al7tude and recovery 7me needed to start the 
analysis. 
 
 
l264 It looks like like "between" is missing aner "imbalance". 



We have fixed this error. 
 
l264 It is not clear how this pressure imbalance was measured. 
We added a sentence here to describe how we measured the pressure imbalance: we mounted 
a pressure transducer on the closed end of the AirCores, which measures the pressure 
differences between the closed end of the AirCore and ambient air. Figures were added to 
reviewer comments above showing the measured vs. modeled differen7al pressure of the 
AirCores during flights 1-4.  
 
l283 Please indicate the approximate al7tude of the "650 K isentrope" or, alterna7vely, add an 
explana7on of why this coordinate was used here. 
We added an approximate al7tude of the isentrope.  
 
l285 These values only "agree well" qualita7vely. Also, please provide a reference for the 
expected photolysis rate order. 
We revised the statement “agree well” to “qualita7vely agree” and added a reference.  
 
l288 It is not made clear to the reader, exactly how the authors derived that "variability on 
scales of days to weeks" was captured here. 
We speculate the observed excursions in our data are temporary structures in the lower 
stratosphere. To avoid confusion, we deleted the “scales of days to weeks”.  
 
l289-290 It seems like a missed opportunity not to show the CO2 and CH4 results as well. Why 
would you fly two AirCores alongside each other and then only display the profiles from the 
new, but not those from the established method? This is especially apparent here, where the 
la\er results are discussed, but the reader len in the dark on how well these "similar structures 
actually" agree with each other. 
Although this paper mainly introduces the StratoCore-GC-ECD analy7cal method, we agree that 
showing the results of our “tradi7onal” con7nuous flow analysis method using a cavity ring-
down spectrometer for measurement of CO2, CH4 and CO is helpful. We added 3 panels on 
Figure 9 showing the CO2, CH4 and CO results. The temporal stratospheric variability, such as 
the variable mole frac7ons of trace gases at 10-17 km of Flight 3, is not only observed from the 
CFCs, but also shown in CO2, CH4 and CO.  
 
l313-317 It is not clear to me, how the authors arrived at this conclusion. Looking at Figure 9, 
the lowest SF6 mole frac7on also appears to have been measured at Flight 2. 
By “lowest SF6 mole frac7on” we meant the samples with highest al7tude of Flight 3 (thus the 
lowest SF6 mole frac7ons). The SF6-N2O rela7onship of these data points seem to deviate from 
other observa7ons (including DCOTTS data and other AirCore data), therefore we speculate that 
this devia7on is originated from some short term stratospheric variabili7es. We have revised 
this part to avoid future confusions. 
 


